100 Ways to Play with Gratitude:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Read stories about gratitude e.g. The Gratitude Tree
Create a Gratitude Bank, notes recording all the things you are grateful for
Write letters of gratefulness to post
Create a gratefulness tree
Create a gratitude puppet to prompt people to look for things they are grateful
for
6. Signing; thanks, you’re welcome, you’re important, thank you for…
7. Modelling gratitude through co-play experiences e.g. be explicit when being
gratitude for things during play
8. The Gratitude Hat, to help discover things we are grateful for
9. Creating gratitude games. E.g. Gratefulness circle
10. Highlighting moments of gratitude during play and co-play as teachable
moment. E.g. Tell me about your
gratefulness?
11. Creating gratefulness dramas to
celebrate or unpack gratefulness
12. Share successful play
opportunities with families and
colleagues
13. Participate in a gratefulness
huddle
14. Cook someone a meal and share
with them why they matter to you
15. Use some gratitude
‘conversation starters’ (Kikki K
has some good ones)
16. Frame quotes about gratitude to
inspire thinking and action
17. Breathe in a Gratefulness Oil
Blend and diffuse the fragrance
into your space
18. Light a gratitude candle to help you be mindful of those who matter in your life
19. Offer to do a task for a friend to help lighten their weekly responsibilities
20. Join the Playing with Gratitude Facebook group and participate in the
activities offered there
21. Create a kindness calendar and complete each task each day for a month
22. Design a gratefulness poster for colleagues and families to contribute to
23. Create a drawing game for children to show you what they are grateful for
24. Play the Gratitude Game: a pile of multi-coloured straws, each colour has a
different gratitude action e.g. red = name a person you are grateful for etc.
Then select your straw and act!
25. Enjoy a picnic with some important people in your life. Asking them to share
what they are grateful for.
26. Make a list of ways you’ve impressed yourself lately.

27. Treat yourself to something you enjoy, like a pedicure or a massage.
28. Take an inventory of all the good things you’ve done for other people and the
world around you.
29. Schedule a date with yourself—an afternoon or evening that’s all about you.
30. Give someone a compliment
31. Select small, thoughtful gifts for those you love just to show you are thinking
about them.
32. Journal your blessings; take a few moments each night before bed to write
down the things you appreciated throughout the day; it can be a wonderful way
to reflect on how far you’ve come
33. Perform a random act of kindness for those you love or a total stranger
34. Create a gratitude bucket list and do it
35. Keep a journal of ‘gratitudes’, 3 items per day
36. Create a gratitude web; in a circle, holding onto your section of wool, throw
the ball of wool to a person across from you sharing with them what you are
grateful
37. Go to sleep, counting the things you are grateful for
38. Have a surprise gratitude party, celebrating a person or people who make a
difference in your life
39. Create a grateful piñata, filling the object with messages of hope, love and
blessing for those who are playing
40. Design a gratefulness scavenger hunt by finding things you’re grateful for and
start with each letter of the word
41. At your graduation ceremony, talk about all the things you are grateful rather
than simply saying goodbye
42. Create a gratitude path outside, filling the pathway with stones which have
things you are thankful
for written on each
pebble
43. Take someone a
bunch of flowers,
looking them in the
eye, state what you are
grateful for about them
44. Find your mum
or dad and tell them
why they matter to you.
45. Create a
gratitude video for a
colleague, collating all
their friends thinking.
46. Put together a
gratitude lucky dip;
each dip pulls out a
gratefulness task other people can do
47. Write a song sharing how thankful you are for the people you have in your life
48. Write a card and send it to an old friend you haven’t seen in a while, telling
them why they matter to you

49. Create a gratitude rainbow, filling each colour with people you are thankful for
and state why they matter
50. Take some time with your friends, go for dinner or a walk and be mindful of all
the things that you are grateful for
51. Take your boss some goodies and share with them how you are grateful
52. In a group time, talk with children about how they feel when people say thanks
53. Go on a Gratitude Hunt, finding all the things that really matter to you
54. Write a poem, expressing your gratitude
55. Complete the ‘30 days of gratitude challenge’, sharing on social media 30
people, places or things that you are grateful for
56. Give someone a book you love so they can share in the same amount of
goodness
57. Make a cake for a friend and leave a note reminding them how they matter to
you
58. Using the peppermint essential oil, rub the bottom of your feet for 5 mins as a
way of energising and up lifting your spirit
59. Place a card in a child’s bag, sharing with that family all the good things you
see in their child
60. Volunteer to help someone with a
task you know they find challenging
61. Make a point to stop complaining
and speak out words of love,
thankfulness and generosity
62. With the children, make a care
package for a family in need
63. Bake a cake for someone’s half
birthday
64. Play some ‘bucket filling’ music to
life peoples spirits
65. If you are coffee lover, get one for a
friend too
66. Take some deliberate time out of
your day and spend it with a child
who needs to have their bucket
filled
67. Look for when someone embraces their mistakes and congratulate them on
their persistence and attitude
68. Grab a white ceramic mug, with a Sharpie write a colleague’s name and a
bunch of things you are grateful for about them. E.g. their character and their
workplace contributions. Bake at 180 degrees for 10 min so that it is
permanent
69. Grab a bunch of flowers for yourself to remind you of all the good things in
your life.
70. Grab another bunch of flowers and do there same for another
71. Take some time to create a list of ten people you are grateful for. Remember
why they are on your list by listing out the goodness they shared with you
72. Looking at the above list, go share the same kind of goodness with some
others

73. Find someone to give a gratitude hug
74. Encourage a friend with some words of affirmation
75. Enjoy a Thankfulness day. Challenge yourself to thank every person you
come into contact with
76. Next time you are at the shops, say something encouraging to the shop
assistants as they serve you
77. Take gratitude to your local park, sharing with families about the work of
gratitude and ask what they are grateful for
78. Share your morning tea with a friend and remind them how grateful you are
for them
79. Play ‘eye spy with my grateful eye!’
80. Fill a jar of delicious goodies and secretly gift it to someone who matters to
you. Be sure to tell them why they matter.
81. Create a gratitude robot out of cardboard, decorate and post letters of the
great work of gratitude you observe happening around you.
82. With your children talk about the adventures they love to go on and talk about
the things they love the best about each of them.
83. Using the 5 senses create a list of things you are grateful for each sense
84. Use the 52 grateful conversation starters
85. Create a gratitude plate and share some gratitude with those in your
community
86. Participate in the ‘40 days of
Gratitude Challenge’
87. Play the 6Squared game,
measuring 6 grateful goals in
the 6 months
88. Couples gratitude means
sharing your gratitude with your
best friend
89. Tell yourself 3 things a day
which you are grateful about
yourself
90. When you find yourself in a bad
situation ask: What can I learn?
When I look back on this,
without emotion, what will I be
grateful for?
91. Use the Red Stamp app to
create messages of gratitude
for friends and family
92. Watch the Gratitude Revealed (www.gratituderevealed.com) video and as you
are inspired put action to that feeling
93. Create a gratitude alphabet, coming up with something you are grateful for
each letter e.g. c is for my cat who I love
94. With your children, ask them what they are grateful for in a strip of paper,
either scribe or invited them to write or draw their idea and then turn these
ideas into a gratitude chain by linking the strips of paper together.

95. Create a gratitude garden to celebrate all the wonderful things nature offers
our lives
96. Return to your favourite place in nature and pause there, meditating on why
the place matters to you
97. Make a gratitude essential oil blend using geranium, clary sage, myrah, ylang
ylang, wild orange and bergamot, Hawaiian sandalwood and via a diffuser fill
your space with the scent to fill your senses with the potency of gratitude
98. Create a gratitude affirmations wall to visualise the power and influence of
gratitude in your life
99. Create a short video to share the ways in which gratitude has changed your
life and share it on the Playing with Gratitude Facebook page to encourage
the group
100. Of the 99 experiences above email Rod (rod@thinkersinq.com) your 4
favourites, letting him know why they were so powerful in your life.

